How can blogs, wikis and discussion boards be utilized in structured learning activities?

There are many technological tools which can be used to engage students in online activities which complement traditional learning. Join us as Dayle Hall introduces three useful and user friendly tools which are available through MyUni:

- blogs;
- wikis; and
- discussion boards.

Following Dayle’s introduction we will engage in a round table discussion of how these can be integrated with the other learning and teaching experiences in your course, and how they can be used to facilitate “structured learning activities” for students.

**Speaker:** Dayle Hall, e-Learning Designer with the Centre for Learning and Professional Development

**Time:** 1.10-2.30

**Venue:** Room 216, Ligertwood Building

**Date:** Monday 20 June 2011

We hope you will be able to come and listen to Dayle and engage in a discussion about how the tools she discusses can be used in teaching. Lunch will be provided!